
Knowledge workers get more from 
Microsoft Teams, with Jabra
Meet our Finance Manager, who is responsible for producing financial reports and overseeing 
investments. He also works closely with his team to develop plans that will support long-term 
financial strategy. He needs to keep his communication clear, focused and connected. 

Our Finance Manager is on the train and reviewing edits to the Quarterly Business Review 
he needs to present that afternoon. Needing clarification on an important issue – he plugs 
his premium corded Jabra Evolve 80 headset into his smartphone and jumps on to a 
Teams call with his deputy. Active Noise Cancellation makes sure the conversation is clear, 
crisp and decisive. 

Happy the day is going well and now at his desk, our Finance Manager joins a weekly digital 
transformation update meeting with IT and HR. Working confidently and quickly with his 
Jabra Evolve 80 plugged in his laptop, he shares his screen and navigates to the planner tab 
to adjusts due dates. 

8.15am

10.00am

Breaking news from the company’s operation in Singapore: and it might not be good. Our 
Finance Manager shuts out all other business and joins the Head of Communications and 
his colleagues in Singapore on video conference to find out if the Quarterly Review needs 
to change. Needing to stay focused, his Jabra Evolve 80 lights up red to show colleagues 
he is busy. 

1.30pm

The day is almost done. Panic over and objectives achieved. Our Finance Manager gets his 
finance colleagues together on a Teams conference for a de-brief and a thank you. But seeing 
that he also has a train to catch, he moves his call to his smartphone and continues on with his 
Jabra Evolve 80 on the go. He heads for home and carries on the conversation.

7.00pm

Jabra solutions are engineered to be the best professional headsets and speakerphones to enhance productivity. We 
offer a full range of superior sound solutions that significantly increase the benefits and adoption of Microsoft Teams 

and provide a complete communications experience. Find out more on Jabra.com/Microsoft

Now at his desk and fully prepped – our Finance Manager uses Teams on his PC to present the 
Quarterly Business Review. Dedicated to delivering his message with clarity, and keen to cut out 
the hum of the air conditioning, active noise-cancellation on the Jabra Evolve 80 helps him to 
monitor and counter all ambient noise. 
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4.00pm 
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